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I.     Personal 
 
Self-care  
a. Satisfy your basic needs: eat, sleep, exercise, engage in mutually 
empowering relationships. 
 
b. When engaged in activities from work, to school, to activism, etc., relax!, 
have realistic expectations of yourself (do what you can actually do and learn 
to say ‘no’) and others, listen to yourself/your body, prioritize, have fun, learn 
something new and share it with others, don’t feel guilty about feeling bad 
(just because other people have it worse), acknowledge your feelings, practice 
self-empathy, allow yourself to feel and express anger. 

 
We are not here simply as sacrifices on the altar of some revolution made for 
others; we are precious parts of the world we seek to wrap our arms around, to 
protect, to nourish, to build.  Self-care is not to be confused with selfishness.  
All the banal yet essential elements of life—enough sleep, healthy food, 

exercise, reasonable comfort, recreation—these, too, are the building blocks of 
transformation (218, All the Power, Mark Andersen). 

 
II.     Micro 
 
a. When you feel isolated within a specific situation/group ask yourself; Is 
there a possibility for change or progress in this group?  If not, it could be time 
to move on. 
 
b. On Communication and Group Dynamics: validate each other; practice 
compassion, empathy, honesty, authenticity, active listening; support ideas 
instead of silencing, validate cynical ideas and feelings not actions, share 
power and resources, reduce gossip/drama/negative criticism by practicing 
direct communication, utilize constructive feedback and mutual respect, 
debrief meetings/political actions, if you feel unsafe ask for support, address 
oppressive behavior in the group. 
 
c. On Confidentiality and Security:  
If things can’t be discussed to security concerns, you can talk about feelings 
without disclosing facts/identifying info/names; use process without content 
and be careful who you share this with; have a frank discussion with therapists 
and health care professionals about confidentiality—never disclose plans for 
future illegal actions, only disclose past acts if the therapists agree to not 
make a written record (130, Aftershock, pattrice jones). 
 



 
 
d. On Conflict: 
Good conflict is the capacity to represent and work on differences creatively, 
rather than one person trying to defeat the other. 
 
If feelings are strong and you find yourself going into hostility or greater 
disconnection, suggest a break, but make a clear statement that you want to 
return to work on it together.  When you get back together ask each other, “Is 
this a good time talk?”  Remember, conflict can be revisited; it does not have 
to be resolved in one sitting.  If necessary, invite a trusted person to help. 
 

A group is nothing more than a collection of relationships.  If those 
relationships are strong and nurturing, the group will last longer and do more 
substantial work.  Time invested in making the group healthier and more 

supportive of its members will pay off in increased productivity and decreased 
drop out rates (138, Aftershock, pattrice jones). 

 
III.     Macro 
 
a. Maintain awareness of legal and community decisions that impact your work, 
engage in activism with another issue if you feel burned out, be aware of what 
is going on in the world, get involved, feel empowered within in your means, 
build coalitions, be respectful of different types of activism, support creating 
healthy relationships, decrease urgency, build spaces for sustained, long-term 
effects. 
 
Those involved in social change will need to find ways to be resilient and move 
toward transformation, in much the same way we have suggested individuals 
need to move.  This transformation can be accomplished through extensive use 
of support networks, finding places where change is possible and finding ways 
to live with those situations that are utterly beyond movement (43, Complexity 

of Connection, Judith Jordan). 
 


